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YOUR JOURNEY STARTS HERE
Tell me HOW you KNOW there is more to life than you are currently living?

WHY do you absolutely WANT/NEED this retreat Escape?

WHAT do you most want to DISCOVER about the following:
Health:
Yoga/meditation:
Sri Lanka:
Yourself:
Other:
What would a Transformation look like for YOU?

How will YOU expect to feel after recharging and transforming?

Describe your IDEAL day on holiday/retreat.

Are you prepared to join like-minded, soulful new friends, save a massive
$250usd and say YES to YOU to receive the Early Bird Discount and bonuses?
JOURNEYWITHJESSJONESYOGA
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Hi there! Yes YOU!
The one with the eyes wide-open in curiosity, with butterflies in the stomach, a
little nervous, yet excited, probably feeling a bit exhausted or overwhelmed at
the moment. (I hear you!) The beautiful soul that absolutely knows there is
more to this life than we are living and is ready to explore it with the support
of like minded, new friends from around the world! You crave an Escape from
the mundane, to Discover the possibilities within YOU, and at least a little part
of you is prepared to embrace the uncertainty of change and even
Transformation on a deep level! Maybe you have identified a specific area in
which you want to transform, or you are open to what unfolds...but you know
it's time for something more!
I come to you with my heart wide open, and I truly want to know YOU to share
with YOU! So please complete the following questions, openly and send them
to me TODAY if YOU are truly prepared to DISCOVER a new level of self, to
uncover some personal limits, move beyond them, fuck it, TRANSCEND them
and TRANSFORM yourself...never to be the same again!
Seriously, DO THIS TODAY!
There are only two times in life, NOW and Too Late! What are you waiting for?!

Light and Love,
Jess
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